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TABOO is a South Australian brand
of period products , with all
company profits, education

initiatives and advocacy efforts
dedicated to eradicating period
poverty through systematic and

social change.
We want  menstruation to be

understood as a respected and
supported human experience that
does not suppress anyone’s access

to equal opportunity and rights. 

Menstruation is a significant and
diverse experience for people who
bleed. In late November, TABOO is
hosting an art exhibition to explore

many different cultural, physical,
psychological and economical

factors that contribute to this unique
experience. 

The 'We Bleed' exhibition will be
open to the public and will act as a

platform for the creative and unique
expression of these experiences in a
form that is tangible and accessible

to everyone. 

A free box of TABOO cups (1000
cups) with your first order

Free shipping or drop off on any
order of TABOO cups  

20% off the entire Cup and Carry
range, with the purchase of

TABOO cups  
10% of any purchase of TABOO

cups will be committed to
TABOO's Australian outreach

program, which distributes pads
to those in Australia who can't

normally afford or access period
products or support.  

Thank to the generosity of
Cup&Carry, we can offer you:

 

The purpose of this project is to invite
our South Australian community to put  
aside social stigma and prejudice,  and
consider the role that periods play in

the lives of 50% of our population,
every single month. We already have a
strong TABOO community, but seek to
reach the broader public to share our
mission far and wide. What better way
to spread this message than to turn a 

 takeaway coffee cup in  into a personal
invitation to our art exhibition!?

 
Cup&Carry has come on board to

make this idea come to life, and have
offered to support the cause by

offering some incredible perks to  the
cafes that use our coffee cups.  

@tabooperiodproducts
tabooau.co

@cupandcarry_
cupandcarry.com.au

For any questions, please contact home@tabooau.co



THE CUPS
Our Designs: 

Specifications:

8oz = $24.75 Per Carton (500)
12/16oz = $30.25 Per Carton (500)
*Lids are available in black or white

Cups: Lids:

"Our revolutionary RecycleMe™ cups are the next generation of
environmentally friendly cups. Unlike traditional hot cups, our
RecycleMe™ cups feature a unique lining that enables them to be
recycled. Backed by a dedicated collection service, RecycleMe™ cups
can be diverted from landfill and recycled into high-quality paper
products - creating a circular economy." Cup and Carry
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BUSINESS NAME 

CONTACT NAME 

CONTACT DETAILS  (PHONE NUMBER OR EMAIL) 

CUP ORDER
Please note that in every box of cups, there will be an even mix of all 3 designs.
Note that we will add a free box of cups in addition to the quantity you specify. 
 
 Size               Qty of boxes (1,000 cups) 

 8oz

 12oz
 
 
LID ORDER

Size                 Qty of boxes (500 lids)             Black or White?  

8oz

12/16oz

TOTAL COST 

DELIVERY ADDRESS 

ORDER 
FORM
You are welcome to fill this form out straight away and give it to our TABOO
team member, or email an image of your order form to home@tabooau.co

by the 10th of October 2021.  


